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_ uCS Imaging

_ uExceed Workflow

_ Economical Success

uMR 588

1.5T MRI Driven by uCS.

Equipped with uCS (united Compressed Sensing) imaging technology and
intelligent workflow, uMR 588 provides better imaging quality and
excellent customer experience.
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uCS
Imaging

Driven by uCS imaging technology, uMR 588 breaks the limits
of both resolution and speed of MRI.

uCS Imaging Technology

Combined the strengths of PF, PI and CS, uCS (united Compressed Sensing)
imaging technology has achieved optimized data acquisition and image 
reconstruction, significantly improving the scanning speed and image quality.

History of MR
Acceleration Technology

Over the past 30 years, technologies to accelerate image acquisition 
speed have evolved from the first generation Partial Fourier Technology,
to the second generation Parallel Imaging, and now, to the third 
generation Compressed Sensing. Compressed sensing is ushering in a 
new era of simultaneously rapid and exquisite MR imaging.

2010s 
Compressed Sensing

2000s 
Parallel Imaging

1990s 
Partial Fourier Technology

Parallel
Imaging

Partial
Fourier

Technology

Compressed
Sensing
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EasyScan

Conventional
scanning

The overall examination 
optimized by uAI

Manual Registration Manual Position Manual Examination

uExceed
Workflow

EasyPosition
Patients' central positioning 

by one button.

EasyScan

Automatic protocol loading, FOV 
positioning, coil selecting and scanning.

EasyRegister

Patients' information
is confirmed by one click.

EasyScan

Driven by EasyScan, uMR 588 enables smart examination without 
moving patient table and changing coils manually, significantly
simplifying the workflow and increasing the throughout.

Patient-centered Design

uMR 570 enables parallel workflow patterns of multi-patients 
and multi-tasks, providing convenience for the users and 
improving efficiency.

Clear workflow - A modern approach to patient management, 
the whole examination process can be visualized as a "pipeline", 
to seamlessly manage multiple patients in planning, scanning, 
review, and post-processing. 

Multiple patients Protocol Comparison ToolTask management Quick Image Browser 



Intelligent System
Management

Economic Design

50 %

Lower Liquid
Helium

10 %

Energy
Saving

0
Helium
Boil-off

Economic
Success

More
Reliable

Real-time
Monitor

Intelligent
Analysis

Timely
Prediction
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Economic
Success

Spine Coil
Body Array Coil

Body Array Coil

Lower Extremity Coil

Head & Neck Coil

Whole Body Imaging

uMR 588 enables multiple coils to facilitate whole body scanning and 
automatic stitching for multi-station datasets, providing convenience for 
the users and improving efficiency. 

Motion Correction

Optimizations of data acquisition and reconstruction can effectively 
eliminate motion artifacts in head,  orbits and abdomen imaging, meeting 
the demands of special clinical examinations.

No ARMS

No uFreeR

ARMS

uFreeR
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Routine Clinical 
Applications

Neurology  Abdomen

Orthopedics Breast Pelvis

Dynamic Whole-liver Imaging Time Resolution: 2s/phase Acceleration Factor: 16
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Fat Suppression

Excellent magnetic field homogeneity provides a solid foundation for 
varieties of clinical applications,  such as off-center scanning and large 
FOV fat suppression.

Non-CE MRA

Non-CE MRA for
Whole Body

Sequences and protocols are optimized to achieve vascular exam with 
high-definition and high-speed.

Large FOV
and Off-center 
Fat Suppression

Water Fat Imaging

GETI SPAIR
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Stitching Imaging for 
Whole Spine

Optimized Sequences, workflow, automatic table-moving and image 
stitching are provided to achieve large FOV spine imaging.

Large FOV spine imaging using auto
table-moving and stitching

Accurate Quantification 
Platform

Quantification platform provides varieties of clinical applications,  which 
can be used in pinpointing and analyzing the lesions, 
and therapeutic evaluation.

MAPs SVS

T2 Mapping

Red ROI: 22.6%
Green ROI: 5.9%

T2* Mapping

Multi-parameter
Neuro Imaging

FACT
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Human-Centered
Design

Focusing on user experience, uMR 588 combines precise operation with
a lightweight and artistic design. We bring aesthetic enjoyment and ease of
use to the technology, delivering care, trust and respect through our design.

User-Friendly
Design

The product design delivers comfort, safety, efficiency 
and ease-of-use. By applying ergonomic principles the 
uMR 588 combines innovative design with optimal 
functionality in order to provide the best possible user 
experience, optimizing patient comfort during the 
examination. 

Sophisticated 
Craftsmanship

Driven by the tenets of precision design, we fine-tune 
every technological detail to embody the spirit of 
craftsmanship in every product.

Pleasing
Aesthetics

Our design scheme integrates oriental aesthetics with 
minimalism, presenting a seamless fusion of traditional 
and modern styling.


